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The paper studies the problem of finding and counting the factorizations 
of a Cayley number K with integral coordinates of norm Im as a product of 
Cayley numbers of norms I and m. Let e be the greatest common divisor of the 
components of K and d the greatest common divisor of e, I, m. Then the number 
of factorizations is equal to the number of representations of d, respectively d/2, 
by certain definite octonary quadratic forms of determinants 1, l/16, l/64, 
11256. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main result (Theorem 2) of this article is a complete and constructive 
solution of the problem of finding and counting the factorizations of a 
Cayley number K of norm lm as a product of Cayley numbers of norms 1 
and m: 
K = A/*., N(h) = I, N(p) = m. (4 
Rankin [6] has, in connection with a study of multiplicative functions 
treated the special cases (I, m) = 1, and I = m = p. The treatment by 
Benneton [l] is especially noteworthy, and seems to us to contain several 
interesting ideas which merit further development, but it falls a little 
short of completeness: as he remarks on p. 206, when a certain parameter 
m/2 is even, the number of solutions is calculated less easily, and he notes 
merely that they surpass in number the biquaternions of norm m/4. 
* This work was carried out (in part) under NSF contract GP-3456. 
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Indeed, as will be apparent from our work, a complete solution requires a 
knowledge of certain definite octonary quadratic forms of determinants 
l/4, l/16, l/64, and l/256, and our present solution is facilitated by the 
proof, forming part of a related article by Estes and Pall [2], that the 
required forms are in genera (and indeed orders) of one class. 
Notations. 
Unless otherwise stated, Greek letters will designate elements of C, 
the Cayley algebra over Q (the rationals), and Greek letters with subscripts 
will denote elements of H, the skew-field of Hamilton quaternions over Q. 
Small Latin letters will represent elements of Z (the integers), except that 
i, ,..., i, and v will be used in expressing a basis of C. Any element of C 
can be written as 
K = K1 + V’G,(‘$ , Kz E HI, (‘4 
and, with the usual conventions, we need only define multiplication: 
(Al + Vh,)(Pl + “P2) = @l/4 - P2J2) + @w2 + PJ2). (4 
The basal elements of H are 1, il , iz , i3 (where ilz = iz2 = ia = -1 = ili2i,). 
Hence in accord with (b), C has the basis 1, il, i2, i3, v, vi, , vi, , vi, , - 
which may also be designated as iO , il ,..., i, . We write 2 for the conjugate 
I?1 - UK2 of K; we have 
id = AK; NK = KK = KK = I?~K~ + E2~2 = xo2 + -** + xT2, 
where K~ = x,, + ilxl -# i2x, + i,x, and ~~ = x4 + &x5 + i2xs + i3x, . 
We will use the associativity of K, K, x in any given order, e.g., K(KA) = 
(RK) A := h(f?K) = (At?) K. Also, N(KX) = NK . NA. 
We denote by CO the ring of Cayley numbers K~ $ VK~, where K~ and 
K~ range over the Lipschitz quaternion ring 
L = {x0 + ilxl + i2x2 + &x3 I x0 ,..., x3 in Z>. (4 
Elements of C with integral trace and norm are called integral. The ring 
C,, is especially interesting because the norm of its general element 
x0 + xl& + .a. + x,i, is the quadratic form 
f* = x02 + -*a + x,2. (e) 
It is shown in the article by Estes and Pall that all rings of integral elements 
of C with the norm formf, are isomorphic, and that each is imbeddable 
in three larger nonisomorphic rings whose elements are integral. 
Although special cases of the corresponding problem on factorization 
in L, rather than in Co, have appeared elsewhere [Pall and Taussky, 51, 
we include here a proof of Theorem 1 for L. By a notational device, all 
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of this proof save for a brief paragraph relating to the prime 2 is included 
in that of Theorem 2. When K is in L we write K = K~ -I+ L’K~, where 
K 1= x,, + xii, and K2 = x3 + x,i, are in G (the ring of Gauss integers), 
and v = i2. 
Of particular interest are the divisors (left or right) with a given odd 
norm m of a primitive K, i.e., one whose components x,, ,..., x,, (q := 3 for 
L, q = 7 for C,) are relatively prime. We describe first the result in the 
case of L. By Theorem 1 the number of right divisors of norm ?II is equal 
to the number of representations of 1 as a sum of four squares, i.e., 8. 
This means, since there are eight units in L (& 1, &til , &ti, , &is), that 
there is an essentially unique factorization: if K = $ is one such, then ali 
are given by K = hfi . f?~ where 6 runs over the units. From the coordinates 
mQ , ml , m2 , nr3 of p we construct a matrix MI from four of the associates 
of I”, using only one of 8 and -8, e.g., taking 0 = --iI, 1, i, , -i, : 
r 
ml -m, m3 -m, 
Ml = 43 ‘nl mp m3 
-F?lz m3 “10 -m, 1 (f) tn3 m2 -m, -m, 
with the coefficients arranged along the rows. Thus, the rows may be 
said to be left associates of one another, and to express a set of right 
divisors of K. Hence we call Ml a left divisor matrix. It will be found that 
the columns will then be either a set of left associates of one another, 
or of right associates. An odd generalized permutation (i.e., one which 
may include sign changes) of rows will not change the property (left or 
right) of the rows, but will reverse the property (left or right) of the 
columns; likewise for columns. All the matrices so constructed are, 
therefore, right or left divisor matrices, by rows and by columns, and all 
satisfy the equation 
M’M = ml; (&9 
We call solutions A4 of (g) orthogonal matrices of norm nz, and call M 
primitive if its elements are coprime. 
While every divisor matrix of norm m is a primitive orthogonal matrix 
of norm m the converse is not true in general, except (as can be proved) 
when m is a prime. An example of a primitive orthogonal matrix which 
is not a divisor matrix is given here for m = 33: 
i o-4 25 -2 2 3 -2 4 32 -4 4’ 0 1I (h) 
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Let us turn to C,, . By Theorem 2 the number of right divisors of odd 
norm m of a primitive K of norm divisible by m is equal to the number of 
representations of 1 as a sum of eight squares, which equals the number 
16 of units fl, hi1 ,..., &li, . But C,, is not associative, and, except for 
0 = - 1, it is not usually true that 0~ is a right divisor when p is. How 
then are the 16 right divisors related? 
We may again drop one of p and --CL, and have left a set of eight 
essentially distinct right divisors. In Section 2, we prove that if the eight are 
written out along the rows of a matrix M of order 8, then (g) holds, with I 
of order 8. Thus, we again have right (and left) divisor matrices which 
are orthogonal of norm nz. But this time one cannot, as in the quaternion 
case, recognize by sight when an orthogonal matrix of order 8 is a divisor 
matrix, and if so whether it is left or right. Feaux [3] has recently proved 
that if m is an odd prime p, an orthogonal matrix of order 8 and norm p 
is a divisor matrix; he has also given simple criteria for telling when an 
orthogonal matrix of norm m is a divisor matrix and when it is left or 
right. These criteria also apply to the quaternion case. Briefly, for each 
prime factor p of m, the dimension of the vector space obtained by forming 
linear combinations of the rows modulo p must be half the order of the 
matrix, and the sign of a certain determinant which appears under certain 
operations must be the same for each p, if the matrix is to be a divisor 
matrix; and it is then a left divisor matrix if that sign is +, right if it is -. 
The main ideas of our proof are outlined in Section 2 following the 
statements of Theorems 1 and 2. 
The quadratic forms to which our algorithms lead are as follows. 
First, of course, there are the forms 
f4 = xo2 + **. + x32, f* = x02 + -** + x,2, (9 
which are norm forms for the general element in the Lipschitz and Cayley 
rings. Second, the norm forms for the general element of the maximal 
rings may be taken in these algebras to be 
g4 = {(2x, - xJ2 + (2x, - x3)2 + (2x2 - %I2 + xs2)/4 (j) 
g, = ((2x, - xg - X6 - x,)2 + (2x, - x4 - X6 - x,)” 
+ (2x, - x4 - xg - x,)2 + (2x, - x4 - x5 - X6)2 
+ x42 + xs2 + xfj2 + x,2Y4 (k) 
whose determinants are l/4 and l/256, respectively. Finally, there are 
g,’ = wx, + Xl + **- + x,)2 + Xl2 + x22 + *** + x,2)/2, 
of determinant l/64; (1) 
8,” = g4(xo 9***3 x3 + &74(x4 ,**.> x7), of determinant l/16. G-4 
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Each of these forms happens to be in a genus and order of one class. 
For the benefit of those who are not sufficiently familiar with these 
concepts, the following remarks include all we will actually need. A class 
consists of all forms obtained from a given one by linear transformations 
with integral coefficients and determinant + 1. An order consists of one 
or more genera and is made up of all classes of forms, with integral 
coefficients and a given nonzero determinant, and a given number of 
indeterminates, in which certain properties and quantities are the same. 
Among these are (n) the property that the matrix is integral, or not; 
(0) the g.c.d. of the coefficients of the form; (p) the g.c.d. of the coefficients 
of the adjoint form (adj f), or if one prefers, of adj(2f); (q) the index, 
(which is 0 if the form is positive definite). No explicit use is made of the 
terms genus and order. 
The specific results that we need about the formsf, ,..., g: are all proved 
rather easily by a new method, in the article by Estes and Pall [2], and are 
as follows. 
LEMMA 1. Tllere is exactly one class of positive definite n-ary quadratic 
forms with integral coeficients and determinant A, and such that 
n = 4, A = 1, the matrix is integral, viz. that off4 ; 0-1 
n = 4, A = l/4, viz. that of g, ; (9 
n = 8, A = 1, the matrix integral, not all coeficients even, fs ; @) 
n = 8, A = I/256, viz. that of g, ; (4 
n = 8, A = l/64, d, = 4, viz. that of g,'; (VI 
n = 8, A = l/16, d7 = 16, viz. that of gi ; w 
Here d, denotes the g.c.d. of the coeficients of adj(2f). Further, in (v) and 
(IV) the quantity d, is the maximum possible g.c.d. of the coeficients of 
adj(2f) for integral positive definite .forms f of the stated determinant. 
2. FACTORIZATION IN L OR C,, 
We write ~=~~+v~~=k~+k~i~+...+k*i~(q=3 or 7), K~EG 
if K E L; K~ E L if K E C,, . We study factorization& in L or C, , respectively, 
of the form 
K = xp., N(h) = 1, N(p) = nf, (1) 
given N(K) = lm, where 1 and m are positive integers. Set 
e = (4, , k ,..., 4, d = (e, 1, ml, (2) 
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and define nonnegative integers a, b, c by 
2” 11 e, 2b 11 I, 2O 11 m. 
Accordingly, 22a 1 Im, 2a < b + c. We prove two theorems: 
(3) 
THEOREM 1. Let K E L. The number n of factorizations (I) is equal to 
the number f4(d) of representations of d by f4, if a 3 sm(b, c); and equal 
to the number g,(d) of representations of d by g, , if a < sm(b, c). 
THEOREM 2. Let K E C,, . Then n = .f,(d) if a 3 sm(b, c), i.e., if I/d or 
m/d is odd. Let a < sm(b, c). We can put K~ = 2a~1‘ and ~~ = 2a~2’; 
thus K~’ + VK~’ is primitive mod 2, and NK~’ + NK~’ is divisible by 2bfc-2a, 
hence by 4. Then n = g,‘(d) ifall eight components of K~’ and K~’ are odd. 
Further n = g:(d) if the residues mod 2 of the eight components of K~’ + VK~‘ 
are 00001111 or 11110000, or I~-K~’ + K2’ = 0 or p(=l + il + i2 + is) 
mod 2 and there are exactly two odd components in each of K~‘, K~‘. 
Finally, n = g,(d/2) in the remaining cases, where 
NK~’ is odd, or NK~’ = NK~’ = 2(mod 4) with K~’ + K~’ = 0, p(mod 2). (4) 
In particular, n = 0 only if a = 0, both I and m are even, and (4) holds. 
The forms f4 , g, , fs , g, , g8’, gi appeared in the Introduction. 
Before we get involved in details, it will assist our understanding of 
the proofs of the theorems if we outline, in seven numbered items, the 
main structure of the proofs. 
1. Wemaywrite~=mOfmlil+~~~+m,i,.ThenormN~of~is 
expressed by the quadratic form mo2 + **. + mg2. Our problem can be 
transformed into the problem of counting the p’s in L (or C,) of norm m 
such that KF = 0 (mod m). For, since (KF) p = K&L) in C as Well as in 
L, Kp ~5 0 (mod m) and iip = m gives K,ii = m& KF~.L = mhp, K = xp; 
and conversely. 
2. Write Al. = p1 + VP., ; then ji = ,$ - up2 and by (c), KF = 0 
(mod m) and ,Zp = m expand into 
K$;iil + P2K2 = 0, -i1p2 + ,&K2 = 0 (mod m), (5) 
t%c~~ + ii2p2 = m. (6) 
Thus, we will no longer be hampered by the nonassociativity of C. 
3. Now p will satisfy K,!i E 0 (mod m) if and only if TV satisfies KF = 0 
(mod p’.) for each prime factor p of m, with r the exact exponent to which 
P I m. 
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4. For any prime p we define II, r, s by 
p” ,i e, p” I/ iv, p” ii 1. (7) 
Hence r + s 3 Zlr, from which follows that II :> r > s is impossible. 
Hence, if ps ~! d = (e, 1. wz), 
6 = r ifu > r; 6 = II if u < r, u z-G s; 6 = s ifs < 14 < r. (8) 
For p = 2 we put a = U, b = s, c = r as in (3). 
LEMMA 2. For each prime factor p of m there exists an integral square 
matrix SD of order q + 1 such that KF = 0 (modp’) if and only if 
@no , ml ,..., m,) S;’ is integral. (9) 
If p is an odd prime, 1 S, 1 = p - tr 6)(Q+1)/2. The matrix SD depends on K 
and on m, but not on the m, . 
LEMMA 3. For any prime p, ~ji = 0 (modp’) implies that 
mo2 + . . . + my2 = 0 (mod~‘-~). 
5. If Tl and T, are integral k-rowed square matrices of coprime deter- 
minants m, and m2, then there exists an integral k-rowed square matrix T 
of determinant mlm2 having T, and T, as right-divisors,-and in fact T 
is uniquely determined up to a left unimodular factor. (See Lemma 6(c) 
of [4].) This clearly extends, by repeated applications, to n moduli coprime 
in pairs. It follows that there is an integral matrix S whose determinant 
is the product of those of the various matrices S, , such that for each 
P, S = W, , with R, an integral matrix of determinant prime to p. 
Hence the condition on p that 
(m. , ml . . . . . m,) S-l is an integral (q + I)-vector (10) 
is both necessary and sufficient for (9) to hold for all p’s dividing m. For, 
if (9) holds for each p, then (m, ,..., m,) S-l is integral modulo p for each 
p dividing m, and hence is also integral; and the converse is trivial. 
6. Thus, the condition on E.L that ~,ii = 0 (mod m) is equivalent to the 
condition that 
MO, 4 ,..., m,) = (x0, x1 ,..., x,) S 
with x0 , x1 ,..., . xa arbitrary integers. We can write (11) as 
(11) 
mi = i XiSij , 
i=o 
t j  = o,..., 4)s 
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and, on substituting this into mo2 + *a* + mQ2, we get a form g = Cbijxixi 
with integral bij(=bji)al The number of factorizations (1) is, therefore, 
equal to the number of integral vectors (x,, , x1 ,..., x,) such that 
m = 1 bijxixj . (12) 
By Lemmas 2 and 3, and what precedes in items 5 and 6, C bijxixj is 
divisible by m/d for arbitrary integers x0 ,..., x, , and hence bii = (m/d) cii 
and 2bi.i = (m/d)(2cg), where the cii and 2Cij are integers (and if m/d 
is odd, the Cij are integers), and Eq. (12) reduces to 
d = C Cijxixi . (13) 
Hence, if we identify the class of the form (call it g*) on the right side 
of (13) to be the class mentioned in Theorems 1 and 2, our problem will 
be solved. 
7. This identification is relatively easy when m/d is odd. For, by Lemma 
I, there is only one class of positive-definite forms, with an integral 
matrix and determinant 1, and capable of representing odd numbers, if 
n = 4 or 8. The form g*, being obtained from f4 (or f8) by an integral 
transformation of odd determinant, and then dividing by an odd positive 
integer, must (since it has determinant 1) be in that class. 
The identification is more difficult when m/d is even. What we shall do 
in each such case is to apply$rst the condition (9) relating to the prime 2. 
The form to which we are led will in each case be in the unique class given 
in Lemma 1 for the appropriate cases of Theorems 1 and 2. The subsequent 
application of an integral substitution of odd determinant and cancellation 
of an odd factor, giving the same form-determinant, leaves each of the 
quantities (A, d7 , etc.) unchanged. 
8. We prove at this point the connection, described in the Introduction, 
between orthogonal matrices of order 8 and norm m, and the sixteen 
right divisors of norm m of a primitive Cayley number of norm divisible 
by the odd positive integer m. Since K is primitive and d = 1 the form g* 
can be carried by a unimodular substitution xi = 2 tijyj into 
Yo2 + **a + Y,~, while (combining the two substitutions), 
7 
mj = C YiUij (j = o,..., 7). 
j=O 
1 What we are doing can also be described in the following way: The solutions TV of 
KF = O(m) correspond to a sublattice of the set of points (x1 ,..., x,) with integral 
coordinates. This sublattice is obtained via the integral matrix S. The solutions p with 
norm p == 171 are obtained by intersecting the sublattice with the sphere of radius l/G. 
641/z/r-6 
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Thus (12) becomes 
I?? = ( y,u,, + y,u,, + ... + Y,u,o)2 + . . . + ( )‘“47 + YlU17 + . . . + l.7u7712 
= m(yo2 + y,” + *.* + Y79, (14) 
and the right divisors are obtained by taking one of y. ,..., y, equal to 
&1, the others 0; and the orthogonal matrix of norm m is evident in (14). 
3. THE DETAILS FOR ODD PRIMES (MAINLY) 
LEMMA 4. If K is primitive modp (an odd prime dividing NK), then we 
can, by a mere permutation of il ,..., i, preserving the multiplication table, 
secure NK~ prime to p. This is true in Co also for p = 2, if [c$ (4)] 
NK~ GE NK~ 3 2 (mod 4), but K~ + K~ f 0 or p (mod 2). 
Proof, In L we need only permute il , i2 , i3 cyclically. For, p cannot 
divide the four numbers 
ko2 + k?, ko2 + kz2, ko2 + ks2, ko2 + k12 + k22 + k,2, 
without dividing k, , kl , k, , k, . 
In Co, we note the seven associative triples i,i, = it, where (rst) is any 
of (123), (257), (536), (761), (374), (415), (642), and thus have, if k is a 
suffix 1 to 7 distinct from r, s, and t, that i, , i, , it , v, vi,, vi,, vi, (with 
v = ik) has the same multiplication table as il , i2 , i3 , v, vi, , vi2 , vi3 . 
Thus the subscripts (12 *.* 7) can be replaced by any of (2571346), 
(5362714), (7613452), (3745621), (4156273), (6427135); and one can also 
permute cyclically and alike the first three and last three elements 
of each of these ordered septuples. Abbreviate k,2 + ks2 as (rs), and 
k,2 + k,2 + k$ + kU2 as (rstu). If p is odd and p divides (0123), (0167), 
and (0145) then (on adding) one has that p divides (01); similarly for (02) 
and (03). Hence if p 1(0123), p divides k, , k, , k, , k, . Similarly, p divides 
(45), (46), (47), hence k, ,..., k, . The assertion for p = 2 is verified 
similarly. 
Proof of Lemmas 2 and 3 in Section 2, for an odd prime p. By symmetry 
we may assume r > s. If u > r, then 6 = r, and we can take S, = I. 
Suppose u < r. We can set K1 = P~K;, k, = p”Ki. Hence, Kr + UK; is 
primitive modp and P~+*-~~ 11 NK; + NK~; and K,% = 0 (modp3 reduces 
t0 
I t  - 
K& = -p2K2” 3 /ti,K,” = i?yp2(rnod p’-“). (14) 
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By Lemma 4 we can assume that NK’; is prime to p. Then (14) becomes 
-(NK;)& = K;,U;K; , (NK;)& E ++c;(IIIOd p’-“). (1% 
Let also u < s. Then r - u < r + s - 224, NK,” % -NK;(modp’-“), 
and either half of (15) implies the other. Let us choose an integer h such 
that hNK”, = 1 (modp+“). Then (15) reduces to 
p2 = hfc&K@IOd p’-“) 
or to 
CL1 = 6 3 p2 = hK;f,K; + P*-t2, (16) 
where [I and & have arbitrary integer components. An expansion of (16) 
shows that m, ,..., m, are thereby expressed as integral linear combinations 
of integer variables x,, ,..., x, , (the coordinates of 5,) &) and that if S, 
is the matrix of the resulting substitution, then 1 SD 1 = p(~+1)(T--u)/2. 
Further, for arbitrary integers x0 ,..., x, , the numbers m, ,..., mg satisfy 
(Kl + UK,“) iI = 0 (modp’-“). Since K: + UK: is primitive, 
,!I$ = mo2 + a.* $ mq2 = 0 (modpVe8), with 6 = u. (17) 
Finally, let u > s. From (15) follows that (NK~ + NK~) ,u2 E 0 
(mod p’-“). Since r - u - (r + s - 2u) = u - s, we can put 
p2 = P~~+~L~‘, and, since NK; and NK~ are prime top, also p1 = pu-spl’, 
with pl’ and p2’ in G (or I,). Thus, (15) reduces to 
--(N~i)p~’ = K&‘K~ , (NK;)~~’ E K&‘K~(IllOd pv+s-u), (18) 
-either of which implies the other. Thus, as in the preceding paragraph, 
the components m,‘,..., mp’ of pI’ and p2’ are expressed in terms of 
arbitrary integer variables x0 ,..., x, by an integral substitution of deter- 
minant p (q+l)(r+s-2u)/2. and hence also pI and p2 , by the product of the 
preceding substitution by p”+, thus by an integral substitution of deter- 
minant pw, where 
w = (q + I)(r + s - 2u + 2u - 2s)/2 = (4 + l)(r - a)/2 
with 6 = s. Now K,ii E 0 (modpr) is equivalent to (K; $ UK;) p E 01 
(rnod~~-~); and since p”-* 1 CL, this implies that ,I+ = 0 (modp7-u+U-s), 
hence that (17) holds with 6 = s. 
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4. THEPRIME 2. COMPLETION OF PROOFSOFTHEOREMS 1 AND 2 
The preceding completes the proofs if m/d is odd, and hence, since 
we can interchange the roles of I and M by taking conjugates, if I/d is odd, 
i.e. [cf. (3)] if a > b or a 3 c. 
Since we can take conjugates there remain the cases where a < c < 6. 
4a. For Theorem 1 this means that 
b=a+l=c, ~‘=p(mod2), where p= 1 +iI+iz+i,, (19) 
and K = 2atc’, with K’ primitive mod 2. For, if b + c - 2a > 2, then 
22a+3 divides z2’N~‘, 8 j  NK’, 2 ) K’, Contrary to the primitivity of K’. 
Also NK’ = 4 (mod 8), and hence K’ = p (mod 2). 
Thus, the congruence ~,ii = 0 (mod 2”) becomes K’,G s 0 (mod 2). or 
since K’ = p we have m, + e.1 + m3 = 0 (mod 2). This amounts to a 
substitution m, = 2x, - x, - xx - x, , m, = X,(T = 1,2, 3) which re- 
places mo2 + *** + ms2 by a form 2g’, where g’ (integral and of determinant 
l/4) is in the class of g, [see Lemma 1, (s)]. Theorem 1 follows. 
4b. For Theorem 2 we will treat first the cases in (4). By Lemma 4 we 
can suppose that NK1’ is odd, K = I?(K~’ + 0~~‘). Thus ~ji = 0 (mod 2c) 
is equivalent to either half of 
K1’,iil = -p2i?,‘, /L1K2’ = - K1’p2 (mod 2’-‘); (20) 
and we have 2b+c-2a /( NK~’ + NK2’. We choose h so that hfvKl’ G 1 
(mod 27, and have that the solutions p of K,G = 0 (mod 2”) are given 
bY 
/Lo = 5, p2 = hic1’fK2’ + 2’7 (21) 
for arbitrary t, 7 in L. Substituting this into I*& + p2fi2 we get 2”-“g, 
where 
g = ~(4 + 2h~(&c2’fj) + 2C-a7$j, 
2c-a~ = h2Nq’NK,’ + 1 = -(hiV/c1’)2 + 1 = O(mod 2c-a+1). 
(22) 
Hence s is an even integer, and g/2 is integral and of determinant l/256. 
The transformations due to the odd primes do not change this determinant 
or the integrality of the form. Therefore by Lemma 1, (u), Theorem 1 
follows for the present case. 
There remain only cases with a c c < b, K1’ + K2’ = 0 or p (mod 2), 
NK~’ = NK~’ = 0 or 2 (mod 4). 
4c. We treat next the cases where ~VK~’ = NK~’ = 2 (mod 4) and 
4’ + K2’ = 0 or p mod 2; note that the case of 00001 Ill or 11110000 
mod 2 reduces to these cases by a change of basis as in Lemma 4. 
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Since we can permute iI , iz , i3 cyclically, we can suppose that 1 + i1 
divides both K~’ and K~’ in L, with quotients of odd norm. We need not say 
left or right here, since if 1 + il divides an element of L on one side it 
does so on the other. 
Multiplying (20), on the left by K~‘, we get 
(NK,‘) p2 = q’&cz’[mOd(l + il) 27. (23) 
Since NK~’ = -NK,‘(mod 2c-a+1), (23) is equivalent to (20). 
Choose h so that h(b’K,‘)/2 = I(mod 2c-a+1). Then (23) reduces to 
2p2 = hK1’~1!c2’[InOd(l + il) 2c-a], or to 
/bl = 5, p2 = $h!c1’$c2’ + (1 + il) 2c--a-17), (24) 
with 5 == x0 + i,x, + *.a and 7 = xq + &x5 + a*. in L. It is easily verified, 
from the fact that 1 + i1 divides K~’ and K~‘, that the coefficients of 
x0 ,..., xs in &K~‘~K~’ are in L. Hence, (24) expresses an integral substitution 
of determinant 24c-4a+2, of the form 
0% 3 m, ,*-., 4 = (x0, xl - x7) 
[ 
I T 
o 1 2e-a-lV , with   %~XlY~~X7) () p'"-1pJ 1 2 
11 00 
0 0 -1 1 
On substituting (24) into pI,G1 + pFL2,&, one obtains 
g = .$[(I + h’Nq’fvK,‘/4) + h * 2c--a--8~ + 22c-2a-1r)f, 
$b = (1 + i,)TE2’t17,’ + K1’tK2’jj(l - iJ. 
(25) 
We will verify that g = 2”-“g, , where g, has integral coefficients. First, 
NK~’ = NK,‘(mod 2c-a+1), hNK,’ = 2(mod 2c-a+2), 
(hNK1’)2 = 4(mod 2c--a+4), NK~‘NK~’ E -(NK,‘)~ (mod 2c-a+2), 
hence h2Ntc,‘f’?tc2’ + 4 = O(mod 2c-a+2). Also, # = 4#, , where #r has 
integer coefficients; for each term of $ is divisible by (1 + il)” and 
I (1 + il)” + (1 - i1)” = -4, (1 + il)“il - il( 1 - i1)” = -4, (1 + Q3i2 - i2(l - Q3 = 0, (1 + Q3i3 - i,(l - Q3 = 0. (26) 
Hence g, is integral and primitive, 1 g, 1 = (24c-4u-z)z/(2c-~)s = l/16. 
There are, as it happens, several classes of positive definite octonary 
forms of determinant l/16. We will now show that the g.c.d. d, of adj(2gr) 
is 16, and it will follow from Lemma 1, (w), that g, is in the class of g,” . 
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To show this, notice that 2C-ag, was obtained fromf, by the substitution 
(24); hence the adjoint 2i(Cp”’ adj g, will be obtained from& (which is its 
own adjoint) by the substitution X in which each element is replaced by 
its cofactor (not transposed). The latter substitution can be formed by 
transposing the inverse of (24), and multiplying by the determinant 
24(r-a’-2. Solving (24) for 5 and 7 we obtain its inverse. multiplied by the 
determinant, 
,$ = 24(~--a’--2~~, 
rl = -(l - il) 23(c-a’-3h K1’,$K2’ + 23tc--a’--2(1 - il) /ALr .
Note that the transpose of the substitution T = uQ~ (connecting the 
quaternion T with the quaternion Z;) is given by T = E@. Here 01, /3 are 
arbitrary, but fixed quaternions. Applying this fact we find that the 
desired substitution is 
I 
VI = 24(~-~~--25 _ 23(~-~%--3/1~~‘(1 + il)ijK2’ , 
v2 = 23’+-a’--2(1 + i&7. (27) 
Substituting (27) into vlC1 + v& we obtain the form 
where 
28(c--a’-4f< - /‘Zy + 26(c-a’-5(h2ivK1’NK2’ + 4) 7fj, 
q3 = {c$K2’7](1 - il) K1’ + &‘(l + il) +jK2’& * 27(C--a’--5. 
The coefficients of [[ and r+j are divisible by 27(c-a’-3, and as one sees by 
use of (26), qz/2 7(c-a’-3 is an integral form with at least one odd coefficient. 
That this form is integral follows from the fact that each coefficient in 
r~~/2~(~-~‘--~ is divisible by 4 in virtue of the fact that K~ , K~ are divisible 
by 1 + il , by the remark preceding (23), by (26) and by the fact that v 
is expressed as the sum of two forms which are conjugates. That at least 
one coefficient is odd is obtained in the following way: 
We have 
Hence, 
vlVl + vnG2 = 27(c-a’ adj g, . 
and 
(vI& + v~C~)/~‘(~-~‘-~ = 8 adj g, , 
adj(2g,) = 2’ adj g, = 16 * 8 adj g, . 
Hence, the g.c.d. of the coefficients of adj(2g,) is at least 16, hence by 
the addition to Lemma 1 it is 16 and it follows that g, is in the class of 
d * 
4d. We next discuss the case 
K~ = 1 + il $- i2 j- i3 = K~’ (mod 2). 
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If c -- a = 1, both parts of (20) expand into the same condition 
m, + ml + -*a + m, = 0 (mod 2). The substitution 
m, = 2x, + x1 + *** + x, , mi = x,(i = l,..., 7) 
replaces mo2 + **. + m,2 by 24, 4 in the class g,‘. 
4e. Finally we can assume b - a > c - a 3 2. Hence, 
2c-a+2 1 NKl’ + NK2’. 
(28) 
LEMMA 5. For an element v = no + i,n, + iznz + i,n, of L to have p 
or p as a divisor (on either side), it is necessary that the ni shall be all of 
the same parity; and when this holds, then p is a divisor if and only if 
no + n, + n2 + n3 = 0 (mod 4), and p is a divisor if and only if 
no - n, - n2 - n3 = 0 (mod4). 
Hence v is divisible by both p and p if and only if v = 27, where T is 
in L and has an even coefficient sum. (Notice that the congruences mod 4 
imply one another if the ni are even, but that one and only one holds if 
the ni are odd.) 
This is easily verified. Note also that 
p2 = -2p, pilp = -2 + 2i, - 2i, - 2i,, 
Pj = 4, p&p = 4i, , (29) 
and the similar results obtained by permuting il , i2, i3 cyclically. Hence: 
LEMMA 6. If 6 is in L, K~‘<K~’ = 0 (mod 4) if one of K~‘, K~’ is divisible 
by p, the other by p. 
Further we can secure this situation by replacing K by its conjugate: 
for if KI’ and K~’ have their coefficient sums congruent mod 4, then Z1’ 
and -K2’ will have them incongruent. We are at liberty in the present 
case to take conjugates, and will let u denote that one of p and p which 
divides K2’, whence 5 divides Kl’. 
Then the first half of (20) is equivalent to 
K1’j,i1K2’ = - Pz(NK2’) (mod 2c-a~), (30) 
and the second half to 
Kl’,&K2 f /A2(NKl’) (mod 2c--a~). (31) 
Since 2c-a+2 1 NK~’ + NK~‘, (30) and (31) both hold if, and only if, 
K~‘FK~ -- p2N~,’ is of the form 2c-” * 27, where r is in L and has an even 
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coefftcient sum (cf. Lemma 5). Hence, choosing /I to satisfy 11 . .~NK~’ 1: 1 
(mod 2c-a-l-Z), we have that (30) and (31) hold if and only if 
Pl = E? pz = ylKl’fK2’ -;- 2ra--1r, (32) 
where 5. T are in L, and T has an even coefficient sum. The last condition 
on 7 can be expressed by a substitution of determinant 2, 
t, = 2z, + 21 + z2 + z3 ) f; = z,(i = 1, 2, 3). 
Hence, (32) expresses an integral linear substitution of determinant 
24(c-a-l)l-1 
We will show that this substitution (32) replaces ,i& + j&p2 by 
2’-“g’, where g’ is an integral form (in the components x,, ,..., xQ of .$, 
and z0 ,...) z3 of T) of determinant 
(24~~-4~3)3/28(c--a) = t/64; 
and when we prove that d, , the g.c.d. of the coefficients of adj(2g’), is 4, 
it will follow, from (v) of Lemma 1, that g’ is the class of g,‘. We have 
2”-“g’ = (1 + h2N~,‘N~2’/l 6) [( + 22c-Ba-2~~ + 2”-“-3h$ , 
/J = (K~‘~K~‘) T  $ 7(K2’[K1’). (33) 
To see that g’ is integral, note that I/J = 41~ + 4Th E 0 (mod 8) in view 
of Lemma 6 (with 4h = K~‘&~‘) and that 
(hNK1’)’ = 16 (mod 2e-ati), (NK,‘)(NK,’ + NK,‘) = 0 (mod 2c--o+4), 
h2Nic,‘NK,’ + 16 = 0 (mod 2c-af4). 
The substitution (32) carryingf, into 2”-“g’ can be made by applying 
successively the transformations with matrices A’ and Y, 
x=[: 2,-~~I~] Y=[i g], whereT= 
V being formed with the components of h~,‘$~,‘/4. It follows, by trans- 
posing the inverse matrices, that adj fs(=vlVl + v.&) is carried into 
27c-7a adj g’[=27c-7a-7 adj(2g’)J by applying in succession the two trans- 
formations with the matrices 
/ x, .x'-1 = 24c-4a-4 ; -21-c+aV' 
21-e+az 1 , (35.1) I 1 0 0 0 [ 02z S’ 0 1 where S = -1 2 0 0 2
-10 0 
0 I * (35.2) 
2 
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The last factor in (35.1) is expressed quaternionically by the substitution 
v1 = f - 21-c+ahK1’+?2’/4, v2 = p-e+9 3 (36) 
with .$ and T in L; and we thus get from (35.1), 
vlvl + v& = 28~-8~-8([{ + . ..) = 27C-7”-7[adj(2g’)], 
and hence 
adj(2g’) = 2c-a-1tf - h# + 21+a-C(l + I?NK,‘NK,‘/~~)T~ 
4# = tK2’7Klr + i?~%?2’f. (37) 
Applying (35.2) we must now replace 5 by 2f, and apply S to T. As a 
result, 4 divides all the coefficients of adj(;?g’), since c - a + 1 > 2, 
8 1 %$K2’TKl’ by Lemma 6 and hence 16 divides the new value of 4#, and 
1+a~-c+c-Cz+2>2. 
5. REMARKS ON FORMULAS FOR THE NUMBER OF FACTORIZATIONS 
(I) Divisor-type formulas for the number of factorizations. While the 
formulas f&z) = 812 + (-l)“] i,(m). and 
f8(n) = (16/7)l(8t+1 - 15)l L(m), (38) 
were both first proved by Jacobi, formulas for most of g,(n),..., g:(n) 
do not appear to be in the literature. Here we have put n = 2tm (m odd, 
t 3 0), and cl(m) denotes the sum, and l&(m) the sum of the cubes of the 
divisors of m. Formulas for each of these functions can be derived by 
elementary arguments from those for f&n) and fs(n), and we will merely 
state such formulas without proof: 
gs’(n) = fs(2n) = (16/7)(8t+2 - 15) &(nz); (39) 
g,“(n) = (3/7)(12.8” - 5) * 16&(m); (40) 
gs(n) = (15/7)(V+l - 1) * 16c3(m); (41) 
ih(n) = f4(4n) = 24&(m). (42) 
(2) Benneton really evaluates the number of factorizations in the 
cases where the answer is f8(n) or g,‘(n)[=f,(2n)]. 
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